
GUIDELINES FOR WRITING A NOVEL

As a time New York Times bestselling author, I can tell you: this is no cakewalk. But this start-to-finish plan helps make
writing a book much simpler.

What are my strengths and weaknesses? Same thing with writing. How A manages to overcome C and get B is
the heart of any story. Your best bet to keep an agent or editor reading your manuscript? Where to go, what to
say, what to write next? This is the most important part of writing your book. Extract a story from your journal
it helps. Reader-first, last, and always. Besides, you can always continue to research your book as you write
â€¦ once you have a system for capturing your ideas as you go. If you want to entertain, educate or inform
readers, you must offer something no one else can. But, as much as you can, try to illustrate a point instead of
just stating it. Are you an expert in the Norse weather-and-fertility gods? In this state, your fingers move
automatically over the keyboard. Do I have a plan for the marketing, promotion and distribution of my book?
Because climaxes are so dramatic, endings often just peter out. As you make progress on your novel, talk
about it with others. A ,word manuscript, including revision, should be doableâ€”even for a beginnerâ€”in six
to nine months. It means avoiding too much scene setting and description and getting to the good stuffâ€”the
guts of the story. Here are the different POVs you might want to consider: First Person: the story is told from
the perspective of the writer or fictional narrator. Creating your outline will first involve deciding on
characters and the roles they will play in your story. In both of these examples, there is a conflict driving the
story â€” and indeed, a novel is really just a lengthy report if there is no conflict. I find it helpful to set a target
word count for my writing sessions. Your job as a writer is not to make readers imagine things as you see
them, but to trigger the theaters of their minds. Plotters, as you might have guessed, plan where their novel
will go before they start writing. It helps me to view that rough draft as a slab of meat I will carve tomorrow.
Once you have an idea, identify an appropriate genre for the concept and then take a look at the demand and
other authors already working in that niche. A proofreader will ensure that every word in your novel is spelt
correctly and that every sentence is grammatically correct, clearly marking any errors they find. The most
experienced writers have them. You know how your friends outside the business think you get ideas in the
shower or by meditating peacefully until a Muse grants enlightenment, depositing an award-winning concept
full-blown in your brain? Each day in an office affords a thousand opportunities for observation necessary to
write well. What do you see? So create an intriguing title and an optimized subtitle that stands out on stores
like Amazon. The goal of this app is to provide you with a blank page and a good dose of concentration. This
strategy will encourage readers to buy the second or third book. Instead, find somewhere you can write quietly
for an hour, and do all you can to get the words out of your head and onto the blank page. What can I offer that
no one else can? Research essentials: Consult Atlases and World Almanacs to confirm geography and cultural
norms and find character names that align with the setting, period, and customs. Reward their sticking with
you and let them see the fireworks. Writing coaches have various labels for this crucial plot point.


